
CONNECTIONS SATISFYING A GENERALIZED 
RICCI LEMMA 

J. R. VANSTONE 

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider a generalization of a very 
old problem in differential geometry; namely, given a second-order covariant 
tensor field a î ;(x) on an w-dimensional manifold, when does there exist a 
connection r / * (x) such that the covariant derivative, defined by 

(1-1) &ij\k = aij,k &rjii k &irlj kj &ij,k ~ ~~Z~k~Q>ij} 

vanishes? 
The earliest question of this type arose in the case when atj = an is sym

metric and positive definite. A solution connection of the problem is then 
given by the Christoffel symbols 

(1.2) {j\\ = ha~(a2£,k + Q>kT,j ~~ aik,r), a—dj-ji = 8 j . 

The symbol <5% denotes the Kronecker delta, which has value 1 when i = j 
and otherwise vanishes. Indicating covariant differentiation using the Chris
toffel symbols by a semicolon, we may easily prove the identity 

(1.3) aM:k = 0, 

known as Ricci's lemma. This important result is sometimes referred to as 
the fundamental theorem of Riemannian geometry, relating as it does the 
metrical and affine structures of a differentiate manifold. We shall take it 
as a prototype of our problem ; however, we shall only assume that the manifold 
is once continuously differentiate, i.e. is C1, and that the determinant 

(1.4) \aJÂ\ 9* 0, ajj = \{aij + ajt). 

We shall refer to connections for which (1.1) holds as ''metric." 
It may be worth noting that several related problems have already been 

attacked. For example, Eisenhart (1) considered spaces which admit more 
than one symmetric tensor with vanishing covariant derivative and Hlavaty 
(3, p. 48, Theorem 1.1) has obtained a result concerning the above problem 
when n = 4. There are many known results that associate types of connections 
with geometrical structures on manifolds; however, in spite of the frequent 
occurrence of non-symmetric tensors, especially in the unified field theories, 
there does not seem to be a full treatment of the above basic problem. 
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In §2 we establish our notation and reformulate the question using the 
mixed tensor bl j defined by 

(1.5) blj = a~arj, atj = | (a0- — a^) . 

In §3 we consider some of the analytical properties of the tensor 6%. Two 
theorems are proved, one dealing with an associated system of matrix differen
tial equations and one with the differential properties of matrices which 
transform bl j to canonical form. Section 4 is occupied with a proof of the 
principal theorem of this paper. This theorem gives a complete solution of 
the problem posed above; namely, the necessary and sufficient condition for a 
metric connection to exist is that the Jordan normal form of blj be constant. 

Section 5 is devoted to corollaries of the main theorem and to representations 
of the metric connection in special cases. Theorems 4 and 5 reformulate the 
principal result when bfj is diagonalizable or au is positive definite. Theorem 
6 gives the form of the general metric connection when n = 3. 

2. Preliminary results. The notation for the symmetric and skew-
symmetric parts of dij and for partial and covariant derivatives given in the 
Introduction will be used throughout this paper. Since much of our work 
involves second-order tensors, it is often convenient to use matrix notation. 

For example, 

(2.1) A = (aij) = (aM) + {ay) = A + A; B = (&*,) = AT1 A. 

In all such definitions the indices i and j refer to row and column respectively. 
The transpose of a matrix is denoted by a dash so that 

(2.2) A = A', A = -A'. 

The symbol Mtk will represent the matrix whose elements are the elements of 
M partially differentiated with respect to xk. In §4 we shall use symbols such 
as M;k which are defined according to the tensor character of the entries of M. 

Now let us suppose that a connection T/x may be chosen such that 

(2.3) aij\k = a^jik + dij\k = 0. 

From symmetry considerations it follows that (2.3) is equivalent to 

(2.4) (a) aA1\k = 0, (6) atJ\k = 0. 

We deduce from (2.4) (a), the product rule of covariant differentiation, and 
the latter part of (1.2) that 

(2.5) a% = 0 

and hence, by (1.5), that 

(2.6) b*Jlk = 0 . 
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Our problem is to solve (2.3) or (2.4) for the connection I1/*. Now it is 
well known that any pair of connection parameters differs by a third-order 
tensor. Thus, we may put 

(2.7) IV* = {/*} + * / * , 

where {/*} is the connection defined in (1.2). The relationship between 
covariant derivatives formed from the two connections is 

(2.8) &ii\k ~ &ij;k drjX i k d frX j k. 

In view of the Ricci lemma (1.3) the conditions (2.4) are equivalent to 

(2.9) (a) aLlXi\ + a^X/k = 0, (6) a,y:k — aTjXi\ — a^X/k = 0. 

Writing these equations in terms of the tensor Xij]c defined by 

(2.10) X ijjc = CLrjXi ki Xi k ~ &~XM, 

and using the symmetry properties of a a and aij we obtain 

(2.11) (a) Xijk + Xjik = 0, (b) aiJ:k - b^X^ + b\Xm = 0. 

An equivalent formulation of the basic problem is therefore to discover 
conditions on a^ such that (2.11) has a solution X iJk. Clearly much will 
depend on the structure of b^, which we now discuss. 

3. Analytical results concerning the tensor b^. It is clear from the 
previous section that we shall have to examine the structure of solutions of 
the first-order linear system of partial differential equations (2.6). To this 
end we prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. If there exists a C1 connection Yj\ and a tensor blj such that 
equations (2.6) hold, then b*j has a constant Jordan normal form. 

Proof. Let Po(#o) be any point of the manifold and let C: xl — xl(t) be any 
C1 curve through P0. From a standard result of matrix theory we know that 
there exists a set of linearly independent vectors Va (a = 1, 2, . . . , n) of 
the tangent space at P0 , such that 

(3.1) &',(*<))/>« = F.K, 

where ba
a is the Jordan form of blj at P0. Let the vectors Pa be transported by 

parallelism along C, i.e. let tl
a satisfy 

(3.2) Dtl
a/dt = ti

a\kdxk/dt = 0; /^(x0) = tl
a. 

This problem involves a system of first-order ordinary differential equations 
which are linear and have C1 coefficients. The solution vectors tl

ai therefore, 
exist, are unique, and remain linearly independent along C. From the latter 
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remark we conclude that a tensor field Xlj is well defined along C by the 
equations 

(3.3) X'.t'a =ti.b*a, 

and, by (3.2), it satisfies 

(3.4) DX\/dt = X\\k dxk/dt = 0 

as well as the initial conditions 

(3.4') X%(x0) = 6%(x0); 

compare (3.3) with (3.1). Since these conditions (3.4) and (3.4') uniquely 
define Xlj along C and since b*j also satisfies them by assumption, we conclude 
that blj = Xlj along C and hence b*j has the constant Jordan form b^ along C. 
Finally, since P0 , C were arbitrary, it follows that b*} must have the same 
constant Jordan form throughout the region of the manifold in which T/k 

remains C1. 
Now let us suppose that bi

j(x) is any C1 tensor field. It may well happen 
that the vectors ti

a{x) which transform bl j into normal form are not themselves 
C1; however, in the present case, we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2. If blj is C1 and has constant Jordan form bap, then there exist Cl 

vectors tl
a such that 6%/;

a = t^b^a. 

Proof. We use the matrix notation B = (6%), S = ( ^ ) , T = (/*«) and 
put A(X) = \\I — J5|, where I is the n X n unit matrix. Let 93 (x, X) be the 
matrix of cofactors of XI — B so that (XI — J5)S3(x, X) = A(X)7. 

Now the roots of the polynomial A(X) are the eigenvalues of B and these 
are constant, by assumption. Thus, the coefficients of A(X) are constant. Let 
Po(xo) be any fixed point of the region under consideration and 0o(X) = </>(x0, X) 
be the greatest common divisor of the elements of 93 (x0, X) (which are poly
nomials in X). Then <£o(X) is a divisor of A(X) and so we may write A(X) 
= <£o(X)̂ (X). The polynomial ^(X) is the minimal polynomial of B(xo) (2, 
Chap. IV, §6). But since the Jordan form of B does not depend on position, 
neither may the minimal polynomial. We therefore conclude that <£(X) 
= (/>(x, X) is also independent of x and so we may put 93 (x, X) = </>(X) S(x, X). 

I t will follow that (XI — B) S(x, X) = \p(X)I and, by repeated differentia
tion with respect to X, 

[XI - B(x)] Sx(x, X) + S(x, X) = frl, 

[XI -B(pc)] &x(m~l)(x, X) + im - 1) Sx(m-2)(*> X) = ih<»-»J. 

Thus, if i£(X) = (X - X0)
wx(X), x(Xo) 3* 0, we have 
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B (*)[£(*, Xo)] = X0[<£(*, Xo)] BÇx) 

. .'(Si-'^x.Xo) 
= AO 

(m — 1) 

"ei-^^x 
+ 

"(*,Xo)~| 
- 1 ) ! J 

f1] (m - 2)! 1 (m - 1)! 

Therefore, the non-zero columns of &\(k)(x, X0) (& = 0, 1, . . . , m — 1) yield 
m X m Jordan blocks corresponding to the eigenvalue X0. It can be shown 
(2, pp. 164 ff.) that there are sufficiently many linearly independent columns 
of S(x, X) for each eigenvalue X0 that these columns, considered as basis vectors 
tl

a, transform B into its Jordan form. Since B(x) is C1 in x, so is i8(x, X), 
consisting as it does of polynomials in the elements of B(x) and X. Since 
A(X), <£(X) are independent of position, it follows that S(x, X) and its deriva
tives with respect to X are also C1. The above choice of basis vectors then 
yields the theorem. 

4. The principal theorem. We are now in a position to prove our main 
result, which completely answers the question posed in the Introduction. 

THEOREM 3. Given a tensor field ai:j(x) which is Cl and whose symmetric 
part is non-singular, there exists a connection T/k such that the corresponding 
covariant derivative of atj vanishes if and only if the Jordan form of b^ defined 
by (1.5) is constant. 

Proof. We have already seen in §2 that if atj\k = 0, then bl j\k = 0. The 
result of Theorem 1 then proves the necessity of the condition. 

If we assume that B = (6%) has a constant Jordan form B, then, by 
Theorem 2, there exists a C1 non-singular matrix T — (/*a) such that 

(4.1) BT = TB. 

Now the existence of a metric connection T ̂  is equivalent to the existence 
of a solution Xijlc of the equations (2.11). In matrix form these read 

, , 9 Ï («) X* + Xk' = 0, 
{ ' (b) A:k-XkB+B'Xk' = 0 , 

where Xk = (Xtlk) and 

(4.3) A;k= A,k- CkA - AC/, Ck = ({A}). 

The equations (1.3), which partially define the Ck, may be written 

(4.4) A;k- CkA -AC*' = 0. 

It is easier to deal with (4.2) after transforming B to Jordan form. To this 
end we introduce the quantities 

(4.5) T'XkT = Xk. 

Since T is non-singular, equations (4.2) are equivalent to 
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a t t (*) Xk + Xk' = 0, 
^ j (6) T'A:kT = XnB-B'Xh'. 

In accordance with tensor notation and (4.3) we may put 

(4.7) (AT);k = (^D,* - Ck{AT) = 4 ; f c r + <4r. t l 

where 

(4.8) T:k = r.* + cy r. 
Furthermore, we note that since B = A~lA, equation (4.1) is equivalent to 

(4.9) AT = ATS. 

Using these relations, their transposes, and the symmetries (2.2), we may 
evaluate the left-hand side of (4.6) (b) as follows: 

(4.10) T'A;kT = T'[(AT):k - AT;k) = T\ATB);k + B'T'AT:k 

= (T'AT:k)B + B'(T'AT:1t). 

In the last equality here, we have used (4.4) and, for the first time, the 
constancy of B. 

According to (4.10) the set of equations (4.6) is equivalent to the set con
sisting of (4.6) (a) and 

(4.11) [Xk - (T'AT;k)]B + B'[Xk - {T'AT;k)] = 0. 

The general solution of (4.11) is given by 

(4.12) Xk = VAT;k - \Yk, 

where the Yk are any set of matrices satisfying 
(4.13) YkB + B'Yk = 0. 

In order that equations (4.6) (a) be satisfied as well as (4.11) we must have 

T'AT:k + T';!cAT = UYk + Yk'). 

In view of (4.4), (4.8), and its transpose, this condition may be written 

(4.14) f (F* + IV) = (T'AT);k = (VAT)*. 

The existence of a metric connection has thus been reduced to the existence 
of a solution Yk of (4.13) and ^4.14). 

From (4.9) we have {TfAT)B = T'AT and, taking the transpose of this 
equation and adding, we find that 

(4.15) 0 = (TfAT)B + B\T'AT). 

Since B is constant, differentiation of this relation yields 

0 = {T'AT),kB + B\T'AT),k. 
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Therefore a solution Yk of (4.13), (4.14) exists and is given by Yk = Yk
f 

= (T'AT)tk = (T'AT);k. We conclude that a solution of (4.6) exists, namely, 

(4.16) Xk = TAT;k - h(T'AT);k = \{TAT:k - T';kAT). 

It follows from (4.5) that Xk is given by 

(4.17) Xk = h[AT;kT~l - {T')-lTf;kA} 

and the corresponding connection is, by (2.7), (2.10), 

(4.18) Tk = ( r A ) = Ck + X ^ " 1 = Ck + \[AT;kT~lArl - (TrylTf
 :k\. 

This solution will not be the only possible connection since we can always 
add to Xk a solution Zk of the equations 

(4.19) (a) ZkB + B'Zk = 0, (b) Zk + Zk' = 0. 

The general solution connection will thus be given by 

(4.20) Tk = Ck + WAT^A-1 - (T^T';k] + (T'y^T1^1, 

where Ck are the Christoffel symbols, T is the matrix whose column vectors 
transform B to canonical form, and Zk is any solution of (4.19). This proves 
the theorem and, as well, exhibits the most general metric connection. It may 
be worth noting that if Tk is a non-real connection, then Tk also is and, hence, 
so is the real part of Tk. It is easy to check that the real part of Tk is a metric 
connection if Tk is. 

5. Consequences of Theorem 3. A number of results follow from the 
analysis of §4, the most immediate one being the well-known Ricci lemma. 
If dij is a non-singular symmetric tensor, there exists a connection for which 
dij\k = 0- The proof is trivial since bl

j is identically zero in this case. The 
conditions on T and Zk in (4.20), namely (4.1) and (4.19), can be satisfied by 
choosing T = T, Zk = 0. This yields the usual Christoffel-symbol connection. 

A less trivial consequence of Theorem 3 is the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. Necessary conditions in order that a connection exists for which 
the covariant derivative of a tensor A = (ai:1) with \aij\ ^ 0 vanishes are that all 
the scalar s 

(5.1) trace (£2), trace (£4), . . . , trace (B2m), 

be constant. These conditions are also sufficient if B is diagonalizable. 

Proof. If B is diagonalizable, the constancy of its Jordan form is equivalent 
to the constancy of its eigenvalues and this in turn is equivalent to the con
stancy of the elementary symmetric functions aa (a = 1, 2, . . . , n) of the 
eigenvalues. Now if A (A) = \\I — B\, we have 
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A(-X) = \-\I -B\ = (-)n\\I + B\ 

= (-TlA-'iXI + AA-1)^ = (-)n\{\I-B)'\ = (-)WA(X). 

Thus the characteristic polynomial of B is an even or odd function according 
as n is even or odd. If we put 

(5.2) A (A) = \n - o-iX*-1 + <r2\
n-* . . . + (-)nan, 

this remark yields 

(5.3) (T\ = 0-3 = 0-5 = • • • = 0 . 

The eigenvalues of B therefore occur in positive-negative pairs and there 
must be a zero eigenvalue if n is odd. More general results can be proved 
about the structure of B but we shall not need them for the present work. 

We quote two well-known results: 
(i) If Sa (a = 1, 2, . . . , n) denotes the symmetric function Xia + \2

a + . . . 
+ X„a of the eigenvalues of any matrix B, then (2, p. 87, equation 43) 

(5.4) Sa = trace (B«) (a = 1, 2, . . . , n). 

(ii) The sets of aa and Sa determine each other uniquely and the relating 
equations are homogeneous. (4, §26; ex. 3). 

In the case under consideration it follows from (5.3) and (ii) that 

(5.5) S2«-i = 0 (a = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 

A direct proof of this based on (5.4) is: 

trace (Ba) = trace (B')a = trace [(-AA'1) . . . (-AAT1)] = ( - ) a trace (Ba), 

since the trace is independent of transposition or similarity transformations. 
It follows that the eigenvalues of B are determined by (5.1) and hence 

Theorem 3 yields the quoted results. 

This theorem provides the most useful criterion in many cases of geometrical 
interest. We consider the case when a%j is positive definite and prove a 
preliminary lemma. 

LEMMA. If A is real, symmetric, and positive definite, then B has a set of n 
linearly independent eigenvectors ta which may be so chosen that tj A t$ is constant. 

Proof. Corresponding to such an A there exists a real orthogonal matrix P 
such that 

A = P { M l , / X 2 , . . . , / X „ } P - \ PP' = I, 

where {/xi, /x2, . . . , nn) is a real diagonal matrix with /xa > 0 (a = 1, 2, . . . , n). 
We put IJLJ = + VM« and form A* = P{n^, . . . , ix^)P~l. It is easy to check 
that ^4^4* = A, (A*)' = A* and A~^A^ = I, where Ar^ = P{/xrs • • • , 
lJLn~~*}P~~1. Consider then the eigenvalue problem Bt = \t and the associated 
problem AT = Xr, where A = Ar^AAr^, r = An. 
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We note first t ha t A is real and skew-symmetric. Hence, there exists a real 
orthogonal matr ix Q such tha t 

* - « { U o') ( - 1 a').»-•••«}*'• W-'. 
where \ (r = 1, 2, . . . , m) are real and non-zero. 

If we denote the columns of Q by £i, 771, . . . , £m, rjm} £2m+i, . . . , & , we there
fore have 

l £ r = - X r i j r , ^iyr = Xr£r, ÂÇS = 0, 

or 
ATT = i\rTr} AfT = —i\rfT, AT s = 0. 

Here r = 1, 2, . . . , m, s = 2m + 1, . . . , n, TT = £r + ?̂yr, TS = £s, i is the 
complex unit , and bars denote complex conjugates. Let us denote by ra the 
vector Tr, if a = r, fr, if a = m + r, and rg, if a = s. 

Hence, put t ing ta = A~~*Ta, we find tha t the ta (a = 1, . . . , n) provide an 
eigenbasis for B. For example, 

Btr = A^AA'Kr = A~^ATT = i\rA~Kr = i\rtr. 

The linear independence of the ta follows from the non-singularity of Ar*. 
Consider finally the scalars ta' At^ = TJ A~* A A~* T$ = TJ r^. I t is easy to 
check t ha t these are constant in view of the orthogonality of Q. For example, 

7r\ Tr2 = (£ r i -f- îrjri ) Vsr2 ^Vn) = 2 o r i r 2 . 

This proves the lemma, which, together with Theorem 4, yields the following 
theorem. 

T H E O R E M 5. Necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a connection 
exists for which the covariant derivative of a tensor aij} with a%j positive definite, 
vanishes are that the scalars (5.1) be constant. 

In connection with the above lemma we note t ha t whenever it is possible 
to choose the matr ix T = ( r a ) of (4.1) such t ha t !T^4 7"is constant , the explicit 
construction in §4 of a solution connection is simplified. For then, by (4.14), 
Yk may be taken to be zero and, by (4.12), Xk = V A T;k. This reduces the 
expressions for Xk and Tk by one term. 

I t is possible to prove tha t T may be so chosen in a large class of cases bu t 
I have not succeeded in proving this for an arbi t rary B. 

Concerning the result of Theorem 4 we make the following remarks : 
(i) A necessary condition for the existence of a suitable connection in all 

cases is t h a t the ratio |^4|/|^4| be constant , since this is the product of the 
eigenvalues of B (3). When n is odd, this is trivially satisfied since \A\ = 0. 
When n = 2 this condition is both necessary and sufficient since the character
istic equation of B reduces to X2 + |̂ f H^l"1 = 0 and hence B is diagonalizable 
if 141 5* 0. But if \A I = 0, then A = 0 and hence B = 0. 
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(ii) When n = 2, A ^ 0 and l^l""-1^! is constant, the general solution 
connection is given by 

(5.6) iyfc = {M + bi
jvk, 

where vk is an arbitrary covariant vector field. 

Proof. We return to tensor notation and the equations (2.11). When n = 2 
and A ^ 0, the general solution of (2.11) (a) may be written X ijk — aijvk. 
Then (2.11) (b) becomes, by (2.1) and symmetry, 

This equation is identically satisfied, if l ^ o h ^ y l = c, a constant. It is suf
ficient to check this for an;k. Now \atj\ = (&iv2)2 and hence (an)2 = c|au|. 
Thus 

2ai2ai2,-fc = 2ai2[ai2,fc — 0-12(1 *} ~~ 012(2 *}] 

= c[Wii\* ~~ 2\an\{rTk}] = 0. 

The last equality is a well-known identity which follows from the definition 
of the Christoffel symbol and the fact that 

kiil.fc = (d\aM\/dars)arsik = (cofactor aIs)aIstk = aLS-\ajj\aIlfk. 

Substituting Xijk = aijuk in (2.10) and using (2.7) we obtain the stated result, 
(iii) In the case when n = 3, a necessary condition for the existence of a 

metric connection is biibj
i = b — constant. If this constant is non-zero, this 

is also a sufficient condition since the characteristic equation of b\i is X3 + a2\ 
= 0, where o-2 = —iS2 = —\b, as we see from equation (5.3) and the remarks 
following it. Hence, if b T6 0, bl

i is diagonalizable and its eigenvalues constant. 
If b = 0, then 

ij ir js r\ 

a^di] = a—aL-arAi3 — v 
and, if axj is positive definite, it will follow that a%j = 0. 

We conclude this section with a representation theorem for the case discussed 
in (iii). 

THEOREM 6. If n = 3, 

aVdtj = b = (constant) 9e 0, 

the general connection making atJ\k = 0 ma/y 6e written 

(5.7) r / * = {/*} ± (2b)~\aiaj;k - a/z'..*) + &>*, 

where a1 is the "dual" of a%j (see below), vk is an arbitrary covariant vector field, 
and the sign of {2b)~l is the same as that of \aij\. 
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Proof. We introduce the permutation tensors eiJk, eijk. The former is defined, 
when \a,ij\ > 0, by 

{ {aij^j if (i,j, k) is an even permutation of (1, 2, 3), 
-\ay\t, if " " " odd 

0, otherwise. 

When \dij\ < 0, we use — \aij\ in place of \dij\. The contravariant tensor eijlc 

is defined similarly using \dij\~l instead of \atj\. The following formulae are 
easily verified: 

Op Ô q 

b \ Ô* 
, (b) eijk eijh = 2ô\9 

V u Q \ 
ijh 

ijk _. j £ j_s_ kt_ (c) eijk;h = 0, (d) J" = ± d^aJ^erst, 

where the plus sign is chosen if \dij\ > 0. 
Using these results we shall solve equations (2.11) for Xijk. First note that 

the solution of (2.11) (a) may be written in the form Xijk = e*jhX
h

k, where 
X\ is a mixed tensor field. Equation (2.11) (b) then becomes 

(5.10) Clij;k — {(Isjtirt ~~ dsi€jrt]d—X k . 
V V V 

We put ak = ekii ay and note that dij = ^eijka
k. Substituting in (5.10) and 

using (5.9) (c) and the skew-symmetry of esih, we obtain 

1 h 1 / I \„K„llVl 

2eijh^ ;k ~ 2\esjh^irt " T ^ish^jrtjd d JL k, 

or, on multiplication with eijl and use of (5.9) (b), (a), 

l i / j j î I j j î ^ ^ l i y * * 
a ;* — 2\esjh°rt ~T Osh€jrt)d d A. k . 

If we expand 5V« by (5.9) (a) and use the relation ersta^ = 0, this reduces to 

^ ;it - 2 l"" e ^^ r - ehrto s)d d si. k. 

Finally, multiplying by au and using (1.3), we find that 

(5.11) di;k = %(-eitn - ehit)d
nX\ = eth0

hX\. 

The general solution of (2.11) is therefore given by the general solution of 
(5.11) for X\. 

Put X\ = ehrsdr;kds. Then, by (5.9) (a), 

(5.12) eijha
jXh

k = eijhd
jehrsdr;kds = dj(di;kdj — dj;kd%). 

Now, by (5.9) (d), 

/ r I Q \ i irs jpq , im rh sic jpg 
\D.i-0) d df — djjt drs€ dpq — z b djjd d d trnhk&rst &pq 

= ± blla—a—aT!fl,PQ = db 2ahkam = ± 2b = constant, 

by assumption. Thus covariant differentiation of (5.13) yields (1*0, i;k = 0 and 
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hence, by (5.12), eijha
jX\ = ±2bai;k. It follows that (±2b)~lXt

k is a par
ticular solution of (5.11). Since the general solution of €ihta

hXt
k = 0 is Xl

k 

= alvk, where vk is arbitrary, the general solution of (5.11) is 

X\ = ±(2b)~1etrsar;kas + a%. 

From this we obtain XiJk = eiUXl
k and, by (2.7), (2.10), the connection 

(5.7). 
In conclusion I should like to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor 

F. V. Atkinson for many helpful discussions and, in particular, for the main 
idea behind Theorem 1. Thanks are also due to the Canadian Mathematical 
Congress for affording me the facilities of the Summer Research Institute. 
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